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The permanent population of the ward of Monte Carlo is about 3,, while that of the quarter is
about 15, Monaco has four traditional quarters. Monte Carlo is situated on a prominent
escarpment at the base of the Maritime Alps along the French Riviera. Near the quarter's
western end is the world-famous Place du Casino, the gambling center which has made Monte
Carlo "an international byword for the extravagant display and reckless dispersal of wealth".
The initial casino opened in La Condamine in , but was unsuccessful. Success came slowly,
largely because Monaco was inaccessible from much of Europe. The railway, installed in ,
brought with it an influx of people, and Monte Carlo grew in wealth. It was restored in its
centenary year. The municipality of Monte Carlo was created in , when the Constitution divided
the principality of Monaco into three municipalities. The municipalities merged in , after
accusations that the government used them to "divide and conquer". Since then, they are wards
quartiers. Today, Monaco is divided into 10 wards, with an eleventh planned but currently
postponed to encompass land reclaimed from the sea see the " Administrative divisions "
section of Monaco for additional details. The quarter of Monte Carlo was served by tramways
from to It linked all parts of Monaco see transportation in Monaco. In a new cruise ship pier was
completed in the harbour at Monte Carlo. Monte Carlo has an area of As a result, it has warm,
dry summers and mild, rainy winters. Although the Monte Carlo Masters tennis tournament is
billed as taking place in the community, its actual location is in the adjacent French commune
of Roquebrune-Cap-Martin. The Monte Carlo Rally is one of the longest running and most
respected car rallies ; from to and again from , it marks the start of World Rally Championship
season, having also served as the curtain-raiser for the Intercontinental Rally Challenge
between and The rally, however, takes place outside the Monte Carlo quarter and is run mostly
on French roads. Monte Carlo has been visited by royalty as well as the public and movie stars
for decades. Monte Carlo is one of Europe's leading tourist resorts , although many of the key
tourist destinations are in other parts of Monaco, including such attractions as Monaco
Cathedral , the Napoleon Museum , the Oceanographic Museum and aquarium, and the Prince's
Palace , all of which are in Monaco-Ville. Although much smaller, the Salle Garnier is very
similar in style with decorations in red and gold, and frescoes and sculptures all around the
auditorium. It was inaugurated on 25 January with a performance by Sarah Bernhardt dressed
as a nymph. The first opera performed there was Robert Planquette 's Le Chevalier Gaston on 8
February , and that was followed by three more in the first season. The hotel has rooms divided
into four groups based on type of view, decoration and luxury. Additionally, there are 74 suites
and junior suites which are grouped similarly, offering more luxury than the rooms. Monte
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